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Introduction
Diffuse low-grade gliomas (DLGGs) represent a specific type of invasive brain tumors that migrate along white matter pathways. DLGGs have the particularity of showing limited clinical signs despite their size and location, at least until malignant transformation (Duffau and Taillandier 2015) . This is explained by their slowly infiltrating character that allows for progressive plasticity, i.e. brain reorganization in order to optimize functioning, as the tumor grows (Duffau 2014) . Exhaustive neurological examination is however able to show subtle changes in neurocognitive functioning (Duffau 2013 ) that cannot be explained by tumor location alone (Taphoorn & Klein 2004) .
Based on its non-invasive character, resting-state fMRI is currently of high interest for its potential in presurgical mapping of eloquent regions, especially when patients are unable to cooperate with the task fMRI requirements.
Regions that show correlated spontaneous fluctuations at rest are defined as resting-state networks. Resting-state analysis in relation to tumor growth demonstrated widespread changes in network strength and organization that were correlated to changes in psychomotor functioning, working memory, attention and information processing (Bosma et al. 2009 ).
Language is a complex cognitive function that involves multiple processing levels and mechanisms, sub serving efficient human communication that goes far beyond "understanding what is said and saying what is thought" (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2004) . Picture naming is a well-known speech-language task that requires visual perception/recognition and lexical access that encompasses the retrieval of both the semantic features and the phonological form of the target word (Baldo et al. 2013) . Identified critical regions for picture naming include the left posterior superior temporal gyrus/inferior parietal lobule, posterior middle and inferior temporal gyrus and underlying white matter, and posterior mid-inferior frontal gyrus (Tate et al. 2014; Baldo et al., 2013; Herbet et al., 2016) , forming functional networks of cortical structures interconnected by white matter fascicles. Within these networks, cortical lesions as well as the amount of white matter tract disruption have been related to lasting functional deficits (Almairac et al. 2015; Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2014 ).
Here we addressed the important question whether and how resting-state connectivity changes over time, in relation to anatomical disconnectivity resulting from both the tumor volume before surgery and the subsequent resection (with eventual tumor residual), and subsequently, how the eventual changes impact picture naming. In line with the connectome framework, in which function results from the integration and potentiation of parallel and even sometimes overlapping sub-circuits (Duffau 2017) , we use a whole brain approach to evaluate the functional connectivity of 14 different pre-defined resting-state networks including language and non-language processing related networks (Shirer et al. 2012) . We compared resting-state networks before and after surgery with healthy controls, focusing on a) functional connectivity, b) anatomical disconnectivity and c) in relation to picture naming. Firstly, we expected that the anatomical disconnectivity induced by the tumor would impact functional connectivity of resting-state networks before surgery.
Secondly, we expected that the DLGG resection would induce additional modifications, allowing restoration of "healthy" connectivity profiles and/or inducing secondary functional adaptations, like the potential recruitment of regions in the contralesional hemisphere (Vilasboas et al. 2017 ).
Material and Methods

Participants
Thirty-nine French native speakers (17 male, 38.6 ± 8.3 years, 13 .85 ± 2.79 years of education, 31 righthanded) were included between 2012 and 2015. All were diagnosed with a left diffuse low-grade glioma (DLGG) in language related regions (n,%: 8, 20.5% temporal; 18, 46.2% frontal; 9, 23.1% frontotemporal; 3, 7 .7% parietal; and 1, 2.6% insular) and indicated for awake surgery for the first time. Standard neurological examination was performed to exclude participants that suffered from other neurological or psychiatric disorders. Superimposed DLGG locations before surgery and resection area plus DLGG residue are shown in fig.1 .
Awake surgery was performed under local anesthesia, using cortico-subcortical mapping by direct electrostimulation (DES) to maximize the extent of tumor resection while preserving the integrity of functional structures. Standard surgery procedures were performed by a well-experienced neurosurgeon (H.D., Duffau et al. 2002; 2005) . Prior to and 3 months after surgery, functional MRI resting-state images and picture naming scores were collected. Picture naming was evaluated by a senior speech-language therapist (S.M.G.). All participants benefited from systematic post-operative speech-language therapy during the three months post-surgery (three to five sessions per week).
Patients imaging data was compared with that of 19 healthy controls (12 male, 42.4 ± 12.1 years; 13.0 ± 3.11 years of education, 18 right-handed), with no history of neurological, psychiatric or orthopedic disease, and that was comparable to the patient group in age (p = 0.18), years of education (p = 0.31) and gender (p = 0.41). Additional MRI costs and administrational load obliged us to adapt a 2:1 controlpatients design, reflecting the trade-off between costs and minimal scientific requirements. All participants gave informed consent before inclusion. Procedures were compliant with the declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethical committee.
The study was part of a larger protocol, including task-based functional MRI analysis of picture naming and its plasticity, whereby participants performed the picture naming task within the scanner in a covert manner. Results are reported separately (Deverdun et al. 2019 Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) calculates the functional connectivity at rest based on the spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations of the cerebral blood-flow. These slow fluctuations at rest are thought to reflect interactions that are necessary to maintain the integrity of networks (Fox & Raichle 2007) , whereby those regions whose fluctuations correlated in time are estimated to be part of the same network (Friston et al. 1993) .
Preprocessing
The first five volumes of the resting state acquisitions were discarded to allow for equilibration of the magnetic field as well as patients habituation to the scanning environment. Images were preprocessed using SPM12
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) in MATLAB (R2012a, The Mathworks). Images were reoriented to the anterior commissure, slice-time corrected, unwrapped, realigned to the first volume, motion corrected, co-registered to the 3DT1, normalized and smoothed (FWHM 6mm filter). Note that normalization of the brain to MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) stereotactic space is critical in the presence of tumors or resection cavities. Based on experience and previous studies a DARTEL approach was applied without tumor masking (Ripollés et al. 2012) . Each normalized image was subsequently reviewed to detect inconsistent deformations.
Anatomical connectivity
Anatomical connectivity, or rather its disconnectivity was analyzed using the Brain Connectivity Behaviour (BCB) toolkit (http://www.brainconnectivitybehaviour.eu). It provides for a given lesion the probability of each voxel in the brain to be disconnected based on the white matter tracks passing through or emanating from the lesion. The analysis uses a tractography-based atlas of white matter fibers in MNI space (Rojkova et al. 2015) . Disconnectome scores (ds) range from 0 (intact connectivity) to 1 (complete disconnectivity). Lesion masks were extracted from tumor and cavity volumes that were manually contoured by an experience neuroradiologist using MRIcron (http://people.cas.sc.edu/rorden/mricron/index.html) and spatially normalized in MNI stereotactic space using the T1 normalization parameters.
Disconnectome scores were subsequently calculated for the predefined resting-state networks, based on the mean value of all voxels within each ROI of each network (table.1). By means of repeated measures ANOVAs with Greenhouse-Geisser correction for non-sphericity, and Bonferroni correction for main effects we compared 1) disconnectome scores between networks with TIME (pre-and post-surgery) and NETWORK as within factors for global network disconnectivity, and 2) disconnectome scores within each network with TIME and ROI as within factors. Interaction effects were evaluated with the Wilcoxon matched pair Signed Rank Test (WSRT). Picture naming scores were added as covariates to the repeated measures ANOVAs to evaluate the possible linkage between anatomical disconnectivity risk and task performance.
Functional connectivity
The functional connectivity of the resting-state network ROI that showed a correlation between change in disconnectivity and change in picture naming was evaluated using a seed-to-voxel analysis. The ROI were taken as seed, and the whole-brain was used as target (T-threshold p<0.001, corrected at cluster level p<0.05). Clusters were identified with the AAL toolbox (local maximum analysis, Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) .
Next, functional connectivity within each predefined resting state network was addressed using a ROI-to-ROI 
Results
Picture Naming
Performance scores were collected for 34/39 participants at both time points. Of those, 16 participants decreased in performance, 11 improved and 7 showed no change after surgery. Overall, participants performed slightly worse on the picture naming test post-surgery (WSRT, p = 0.038), with a mean score of 78.9/80 before and 77.4/80 after surgery. Unfortunately, the five patients with missing picture naming data were all left-handed. Any questions about the influence of hemispheric dominance on resting state plasticity in relation to picture naming remained unanswered.
Anatomical disconnectivity
Recall that the disconnectivity score represents the probability that a certain ROI is anatomically disconnected resulting from the lesion. Disconnectivity scores differed significantly between networks, independent of time (NETWORK: Greenhouse-Geisser F (1, 3 .5) = 44.27, p < 0.001,  = 0.573).
Focusing on the individual ROI within each network it was found a) that the disconnectivity scores of each individual ROI were highly correlated over time (p < 0.001), b) that the subcortical ROI showed consistent higher risks to be disconnected (>45%), whereas c) right-hemispheric ROI showed consistent lower disconnectivity risks (<10%).
Within the individual resting-state networks, effects of TIME (interaction as well as main effects) were observed for 8 out of 14 networks. Main effects of time represented a general decrease of the network"s disconnectivity.
Post-hoc related-sampled WSRT highlighted that especially the disconnectivity scores of the cerebellar ROI and thalami decreased significantly over surgery, whereas increased disconnectivity scores were observed for the left supramarginal and middle/superior temporal gyri.
By adding change in picture naming scores as a covariate to the repeated measures ANOVA, effects of time were maintained in 5 of the networks (posterior salience, primary visual, language, auditory and sensorimotor network),
indicating that these specific changes were unrelated to change in task performance: improved connectivity of bilateral cerebellum 4/5/6, and of both thalami as well as a decreased connectivity of the supramarginal, superior and middle temporal gyri post-surgery. Contrarily, in 3 networks the effects of time disappeared when corrected for differences in task-performance (both executive networks and the ventral DMN), highlighting that the changes in disconnectivity scores of the right parahippocampal gyrus, the right and left cerebellum crus 1 and the right and left middle/superior frontal gyri were of importance for picture naming.
Moreover, A Pearson"s correlation analysis between change in disconnectivity score and change in picture naming scores highlighted that the disconnectivity of the left superior temporal gyrus (STG, r = -0.385, auditory network), left middle frontal gyrus (MFG, r = -0.428, post-salience network), right superior parietal lobule (SPL, r = -0.378, post-salience network) and right inferior parietal lobule (IPL, r = -0.369, visuospatial network) were significantly (p<0.05) related to task performance, whereby increased disconnectivity scores were linked to decreased picture naming scores, i.e. a worse task-performance. An overview of these results can be found in Next, functional connectivity within each predefined resting state network was addressed using a ROI-to-ROI connectivity analysis, evaluating connectivity a) compared to controls, and b) within patients in relation to change in picture naming performance.
Compared to controls, it was found that several resting-state networks showed comparable connectivity patterns before and after surgery, i.e. the basal ganglia, the precuneus, the auditory and executive functioning networks.
The functional connectivity of these networks seemed unaltered by either the tumor volume or the resection of the tumor. In contrast, we found networks that showed plasticity before surgery, i.e. the language, sensori-motor, vDMN and visual networks, and networks that showed plasticity after surgery, i.e. the dDMN, salience, and post-salience network, but not with the tumor. And, finally there was one network that showed plasticity before as well as after surgery, i.e. the visuospatial network.
Within patients, only three of the above mentioned networks showed changes in functional connectivity that were correlated with picture naming performance: the dDMN, the vDMN and the visuospatial network. That is, task performance improved post-surgery when there was: 1) a less strong connectivity between the left medial prefrontal cortex (including the anterior cingulate gyrus) and the left hippocampus in the dDMN, 2) a stronger connectivity between the posterior cingulate gyrus and the right middle and superior frontal gyrus within in the vDMN, and 3 
Discussion
First and foremost, it is worth recalling that 1) this study dealt with patients presenting a DLGG, known to induce major functional plasticity phenomena (Bonnetblanc et al. 2006) , 2) all patients underwent awake surgery with direct electrostimulation, hence it can be assumed that critical eloquent regions have been preserved (Duffau 2013 ) and
3) all patients had three months of intensive speech-language therapy following surgery. In this context, we had the unique opportunity to evaluate changes in resting-state connectivity before and after surgery within the patient population compared to that of healthy controls. In addition, we were able to confront these changes with changes in performance on a picture naming task.
The tumor resection decreased the average anatomical disconnectivity score of each resting-state network, suggesting that the DLGG itself has a disruptive impact on brain functioning (Bosma et al. 2009; Derks et al. 2017) .
Evidently, those ROI that were situated in the principal tumoral frontotemporal areas, showed increased disconnectivity after resection. In addition, the functional connectivity strength between temporal ROI was decreased compared to controls. Based on the important implication of the left temporal lobe in language processing, and more specifically of the middle temporal lobe for picture naming, it was expected that all of these changes would be related to worse task performances (Baldo et al. 2013 ). This was, however, not the case. These findings actually highlight the impact of adaptive plasticity. As plasticity presumably occurred before surgery, the increased disconnectivity post-surgery did not influence picture naming scores any more than the tumor already did.
Observed adaptive plasticity
So, how can we explain changes in picture naming performance post-surgery? Which adaptive connections and/or supportive regions might play an essential role in maintaining performance levels, if the eloquent regions cannot explain the level of performance? Starting with the adaptive plasticity before surgery, changes were observed within the sensorimotor, the visual, the vDMN, and the visuospatial network, the latter two being related to picture naming. That is, compared to controls, patients showed a) a stronger input from the right to the left IPL, b) a stronger connection between the cingulate gyrus (posterior part) and the right MFG/SFG, and c) better picture naming scores were related to an increased connectivity of the left ITG with both the left IPL and the right cerebellum.
Next, the decreased anatomical disconnectivity score of four ROI (i.e. the increased anatomical connectivity after surgery) was also correlated with better picture naming: the left MFG and right SPL of the post-salience network, the right IPL of the visuospatial network and the left STG of the auditory network. The subsequent functional connectivity analysis in relation to task performance highlighted that a) the right IPL was functionally connected to the left ITG, b) the left MFG was functionally connected to the left parahippocampal gyrus, c) the right SPL was functionally connected to the right calcerine, frontal operculum and precuneus and d) the left STG was not functionally connected to any other ROI.
The left STG relates primarily to speech perception and phonological processing rather than to retrieval of word meaning (Indefrey and Levelt 2004) . Activation of the left STG during picture naming is associated with selfmonitoring (auditory feedback) of spoken words (Abel et al. 2009 ). This might directly explain why we did not find any functional connectivity of the left STG in relation to the task ( fig.2a ): picture naming was indeed performed overtly only outside of the scanner not during the acquisition of resting-state MRI. Auditory feedback was then not solicited in the scanner.
The crucial role of the semantic network
A large meta-analysis, including 120 functional neuroimaging studies that addressed semantic processing by giving meaning to words (spoken or written), highlighted a distinct left-lateralized network consisting of 7 regions: 1)
the posterior inferior parietal lobule (the angular gyrus with portions of the supramarginal gyrus), 2) the lateral temporal cortex (the middle and portions of the inferior temporal gyrus), 3) the fusiform and parahippocampal gyri, 4) the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, 5) the inferior frontal gyrus, 6) the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and 7) the posterior cingulate gyrus (Binder et al. 2009 ). In the present study, when combining the findings of the seed-to-voxel and ROI-to-ROI functional connectivity analysis in relation to picture naming, an interesting overlap with this semantic network was observed ( fig.2 ). Five out of these seven regions were indeed related to better picture naming performance postsurgery: the left IPL, the left ITG, the left MFG (part of the DM-PFC), the left parahippocampal gyrus and the posterior cingulate gyrus. However, we did not observe any activation of left MTG, IFG and VM-PFC regions. Equally, our network was more bilaterally distributed, and we found an additional activation of the right SPL and the right IPL.
The functions of these various regions within the context of semantics have been well described in the literature. The left IPL, in close connection with the posterior left MTG, is involved in semantic retrieval (Tune and Asaridou 2016) . The left mid-to-posterior ITG with the underlying left inferior longitudinal fasciculus is critical for lexical retrieval (Herbet et al. 2016) . The parahippocampal gyrus has been associated with scene recognition (Aguirre et al. 1996) , visual memory (Stern et al. 1996) and to naming (Wilson et al. 2015) . And in connection with the left MFG it is related to the visual recognition of attributes during picture naming of different object categories (Humphreys and Forde 2001) . The strength of this connection post-surgery has been related to better picture naming (current work, fig.2b ).
Recruitment of the right hemisphere: the role of directed attention?
As expected, we observed recruitment of regions in the contralesional hemisphere, especially of the right IPL ( fig.2c ) and the right SPL (fig. 2d ). The right IPL was stronger connected to the left IPL in patients compared to controls and the stronger its direct connection with the left ITG, the better was the picture naming performance postsurgery. First, it is well described that the left mid-to-posterior ITG with the underlying left inferior longitudinal fasciculus is critical for lexical retrieval (Herbet et al. 2016) , and that the posterior part of the left IPL (angular gyrus) in close relation to the posterior left MTG is involved in semantic retrieval (Tune and Asaridou 2016) . Our results show how the right IPL is connected with both structures post-surgery. Here, the right IPL is identified as being part of the visuospatial network that is composed of mainly frontal, parietal and several temporal regions. This network actually shows strong overlap with the frontoparietal network that is also known as the dorsal attention network, involved in directing visual attention (Corbetta 1998 , Spadone et al. 2015 . Interestingly, the second identified right-hemispheric region, the right SPL, is also part of this dorsal attention network (Spadone et al. 2015) , whereas in Greicius network definition it is part of the post-salience network. This network is known to be involved in the orientation of attention to the most relevant ongoing event; it shifts attention between internal and external stimuli (Bressler & Menon 2010) .
Lesions of the right, but not the left, SPL showed a critical implication in working memory involving visuospatial manipulation (Koenigs et al. 2009 ). It has been shown active during both saccadic and attention tasks, highlighting the tight link between attention and eye-movements, supporting intended looking (Simon et al. 2002) . Functionally, we found that the right SPL was connected to the right calcerine (visual network), the frontal operculum (part of the frontoparietal network) and the precuneus (part of the DMN network and post-salience).
The stronger link between right sided attentional related regions and the left ITG, critical in lexical retrieval, might indicate that patients had to allocate more attentional resources than healthy controls to perform the picture naming task. Linguistics and cognitive psychology bring us valuable insights in this regard: naming requires the extraction of both the semantic features and the phonological form of the target word, which are controlled by more general cognitive functions such as executive and attentional resources. The link between cognitive functions and language processing has been particularly highlighted in the context of aphasia rehabilitation, in which cognitive status seems to be a key predictor of rehabilitation outcomes (Lambon Ralph et al. 2010; van de Sandt-Koenderman et al. 2012) . We may then hypothesize that the more the left hemispheric picture naming network is weakened, the more the right attentional network will be recruited. It would be interesting to study to what extent this over-recruitment of attentional resources may compensate naming difficulties: is the amount of right frontoparietal compensation proportionate to the extent or the location of the left-sided resection, and is there a cut-off point at which this compensation will become insufficient? Also, the amount of attentional resources used might be related to task reaction times and perceived handicap, independent of the actual performance scores that are still at the upper bound of the scale (77.7/80 in this study). It has to be noted, however, that all patients received intensive speech-language rehabilitation during the 3 months post-surgery, which might have trained and strengthened attentional resources.
[ INSERT FIG.2] 
Limitations
A question that remained unaddressed in this work is the relationship between the location of the resection, the pattern of connectivity change and its relationship to picture naming. This question is important as it might reveal whether the observed compensation of the frontoparietal network reflects a general compensation strategy, or is only used in specific cases. The current patient group was composed of three principal subgroups: those with a resected frontal, a temporal, and a frontotemporal DLGG. Unfortunately the analysis subgroup remained inconclusive due to the small sample sizes of the latter two groups, being only half the size of the frontal DLGG subgroup. With a sample size below ten participants, individual variations become very important, especially for higher-order functional networks.
Thus shared patterns did not meet the threshold for repeated comparisons. A larger effective is required to fully address this question. Nevertheless, previously we have shown that restingstate connectivity between homotopic regions was generally disturbed independent of the resection area (Coget et al. 2018 ) and task-based fMRI analysis showed that the functional plasticity during picture naming could not be explained by tumor location and volume (Deverdun et al 2019) .
In both cases, the importance of pre-surgical plasticity has been highlighted as well as surgery procedures allowing the preservation of eloquent areas. This seems to coincide with the current observation that tumor resection induced a decrease in the overall average anatomical disconnectivity score of each resting state network. Together this may suggest that tumor growth and resection, independent of its exact location, have a disruptive impact on overall brain functioning, requiring compensational attentional resources.
This work shows an overrepresentation of right-handed patients and, following matching procedures, of healthy controls. Interestingly, the few left-handed participants showed lacking picture naming data. One might wonder whether this is an unfortunate coincidence or related to actual pathology -an interesting question that asks for further investigation with a larger population and the scientific preferable 1:1 patient -control design.
Conclusions
We were able to identify the most relevant ROI within the semantic network by confronting resting-state connectivity with performance scores on a task administered outside of the scanner. It seems promising and interesting that we did so without using functional task imaging that requires the execution of a semantic task within the scanner.
Starting with pre-defined resting-state networks encompassing the whole brain allowed us to highlight how the language process required for picture naming is dependent on various resting-state networks working together. Id est., we showed how semantic processing results from the integration and interaction of multiple resting-state brain networks, in which the specific semantic role of each region can be explained in the light of the broader resting-state network it takes part in. Or, as Bressler and Menon (2010) framed nicely, we contributed to show how "Cognitive functions arise from interactions within and between distributed brain systems".
It seemed that not the anatomical connectivity or disconnectivity of traditional eloquent regions for semantics were crucial for a better to good task-performance post-surgery, but rather their functional connectivity with secondary supportive regions and/or networks. The decreased connectivity of the MTG with the STG and IPL within the language network was suggested to be compensated by an increased input from the right IPL towards the left IPL, which are both connected to the left ITG and communicate with frontal and cerebellar structures ( fig.2a ). Subsequently, post-surgery a decreased connectivity between the left MFG and the left parahippocampal gyrus was observed compared to controls.
However, the stronger this connection within patients, the better was patients scored on picture naming ( fig.2b ).
Lost capacity seemed to be compensated by an increased role of right hemispheric parietal structures including the IPL and the SPL, both being part of the functional frontoparietal attentional network, independently of their individual respective restingstate networks (i.e. the visuospatial and post-salience network). This might implicate that patients post-surgery use attentional resources to compensate for lost function. It also confirms the contribution of the right-hemisphere in language processing, especially in case of DLGG, as described by Vilasboas et al. (2017) .
Finally, two general take-home messages could be extracted from this work. First, in case of brain lesion, the traditional approach of focusing on one simple network of interest (e.g. the language network) might not be sufficient to understand adaptive plasticity. A whole brain connectome approach, even though being more complex, seems the best way forward. Second, if one is interested in a specific function of the brain, having clinical input concerning the subject of interest seems imperative to make sense out of resting-state connectivity. Fig.2a : altered connectivity of the STG. Fig2b: altered connectivity of the left MFG. Fig.2c : altered connectivity of the network involving the right IPL. Fig.2d : altered connectivity of the right SPL. 
